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in God's sight.
the eternal destruction. That is the only distinction that really matters em-eeth.

When we get to see the truth, and realize that, it gives us a W' view of the world/

that is altogether different from tnat whibh we can have/ other wise. We need to

see God as the Sugeme Ruler of this wotld. We need to realize that God has made

this world. He has made it for a good purpose, and we need to learn to see he-

everything in ke- relation to it, and t4e- all the problems in the Chrisitni colleges
S

&e&-is- today is , I think, a Christian college faces much worse probleny'today
we can

than a theological seminary. Because we can stand by ourselve, anday here is
these seminaries

the Bible, stand on the Bible, here th4e-e -a-y rejected the Bible. They go their
out.

way and we go otw-way. But a college has got to have people who are trained
are

in the universities today , and you get courses in all these areas /given in the
of

context utterly different from the Christian context, and a lot more/things in
course

your mind than you realize. When I was in a college, there was no oein the

school that had a great effect upon peepe-s- dest5Dying people's fatih than

the teaching of the English literature. They were just discussing the literature.

They were not discussing philosophy, They were not discussing interpretation.

They were just discussing literature. Simply literature, yes, literary values.

They got ideas crossed, and they have got to get ideas crossed to the minds fe- of
in

the students. In literature and/history, rnre than almost in

any other area today ii today if you do not have the in the field of

literature, you may think that you have to sink in your mind a lot of

ofof literature today. You have to deal with a lot of skillful writers that ,4 tear down

on the mind, and describe the morals, who could stand piping that sort of things

as Christians? i¬-de .3L There-- re-t#i4is 44-ae- There ar-e-,
goood, solid

plenty of /literature in the world that we can discuss/ without spending our time
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